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p0748 honda pressure control solenoid a circuit system - p0748 honda description the pressure control pc solenoid
valve an electronic pressure regulator that controls transmission line pressure based on current flow through its coil
windings as current flow is increased the magnetic field produced by the coil moves the solenoid s plunger further away
from the exhaust port, p0748 on honday odyssey 2003 fixya - p0748 on honday odyssey 2003 honda 2003 odyssey
question search fixya browse categories answer questions 2003 honda odyssey honda odyssey car and truck got p0748
p0108 code on my 04 honda odyssey car sat for about one year replaced fuel pump yesterday and it started right up can i
get info on locations of where sensors are, i have a 2003 honda odyssey at transmission with code - i have a 2003
honda odyssey at transmission with code p0748 wich is pressure clutch solenoid valve a i already replace and replace fluid
and get reset by scanner and gets same result same code check the wires to the a solenoid valve red and white checked for
short ot looks ok, p0748 obd ii trouble code pressure control solenoid - p0748 is a diagnostic trouble code dtc for
pressure control solenoid electrical this can happen for multiple reasons and a mechanic needs to diagnose the specific
cause for this code to be triggered in your situation, p0748 honda pressure control solenoid a circuit system - p0748
honda pressure control solenoid a circuit system fault honda vehicle honda accord honda civic honda crosstour honda cr v
honda cr z honda element honda fit honda insight honda odyssey honda pilot honda ridgeline honda accord crosstour
categories honda tags p0748, p0748 honda pressure control solenoid a circuit system - p0748 honda tech notes when
a transmission solenoid is malfunctioned in most cases the problem is not the electrical part of the solenoid the problem is
foreign material obstructing the mechanical function of the solenoid or the flow of the fluid through the transmission valve
body, p0748 pressure control solenoid a electrical - how to easily diagnose repair and symptoms and causes of a p0748
code that indicates a detected electrical problem within the a pressure control solenoid, p0748 obd ii trouble code
repairpal com - p0748 diagnostic theory for shops and technicians when diagnosing a p0748 code it is important to record
the freeze frame information and then to duplicate the code setting conditions with a test drive at the freeze frame road
speed start out from a dead stop and gently accelerate, 2003 honda odyssey what s code p0740 tcc ckt malfunction 2003 honda odyssey what s code p0740 tcc ckt malfunction i bought a honda odyssey 2003 i want to complete the car
reqistration the smog check is not passing first they told me it was a sensor and i replaiced it and now they told me it is the
transmission obii manual mode screen is giving this message, honda odyssey for sale in rochester ny 14614 autotrader
- find honda odyssey for sale in rochester ny 14614 find car prices photos and more locate rochester ny 14614 car dealers
and find your car at autotrader, 2003 honda odyssey automatic transmission solenoids - a brief look at a couple of the
transmission solenoids in the 2003 version of the honda minivan check engine light for transmission torque converter was
showing along with shifting issues
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